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Prioritize & Compromise – *Phase 3 Activity* – Results
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13 total group responses
66 total individual responses
(33 ranked; 33 unranked)

Group – Highest 6 – Total

- Support seniors’ ability to remain in and maintain healthy homes
- Protect and construct affordable homes
- Respect the needs of long-term and low-income residents
- Promote and support small businesses
- Promote work training programs for family sustainable careers
- Reduce crime
- Strengthen police-community relations

Group – Lowest 6 – Total

- Create pet friendly facilities (ex. dog park)
- Ensure availability of street parking for residents
- Plant more trees (on streets, in parks, in yards)
- Create and follow development metrics
- Develop welcoming plans for new residents
- Promote and support culturally-relevant entertainment and food options

Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 3

Votes
Respect the needs of long-term and low-income residents
Reduce crime
Support seniors’ ability to remain in and maintain healthy homes
Build mixed commercial and residential developments
Ensure safe and healthy housing (incl. lead removal)
Increase and improve transportation options (ex. bus, biking, walking)
Strengthen police-community relations

Promote work training programs for family sustainable careers
Protect residents and businesses from displacement
Promote and support small businesses
Increase resident engagement and participation
Improve access to health care
Support seniors’ ability to remain in and maintain healthy homes

Protect and construct affordable homes
Fix and maintain infrastructure (ex. road paving, street lighting)
Improve quality of education
Increase access to nutritional foods (incl. gardening)
Increase and improve transportation options (ex. bus, biking, walking)
Promote and support small businesses
Strengthen police-community relations
Support seniors’ ability to remain in and maintain healthy homes
Create pet friendly facilities (ex. dog park)
Return properties to tax-generating use
Support community festivals and events
Develop welcoming plans for new residents
Ensure availability of street parking for residents
Plant more trees (on streets, in parks, in yards)

Create and follow development metrics
Create pet friendly facilities (ex. dog park)
Develop welcoming plans for new residents
Increase resident engagement and participation
Plant more trees (on streets, in parks, in yards)

Ensure availability of street parking for residents
Improve air quality
Increase access to nutritional foods (incl. gardening)
Plant more trees (on streets, in parks, in yards)
Promote and support culturally-relevant entertainment and food options
Build mixed commercial and residential developments
Enforce building codes
Individual Results

66 total sheets
33 ranked individual sheets (priorities ranked 1-6)
33 unranked individual sheets (top 6 priorities identified, but not ranked)

Tiered results (next page) only reflect ranked responses

HIGHEST PRIORITY RESULTS

Indiv. – Highest #1-6 – Ranked and Unranked

Reduce crime
Fix and maintain infrastructure (ex. road paving, street lighting)
Manage vacant lots and deteriorated structures
Respect the needs of long-term and low-income residents
Strengthen police-community relations
Increase and improve transportation options (ex. bus, biking, walking)

Indiv. – Highest #1-6 – Ranked only

Reduce crime
Respect the needs of long-term and low-income residents
Fix and maintain infrastructure (ex. road paving, street lighting)
Build mixed commercial and residential developments
Create and support quality after school programs
Support seniors' ability to remain in and maintain healthy homes

Votes
Build mixed commercial and residential developments
Respect the needs of long-term and low-income residents
Reduce crime
Improve quality of education
Support seniors’ ability to remain in and maintain healthy homes
Protect residents and businesses from displacement

Reduce crime
Protect and construct affordable homes
Promote work training programs for family sustainable careers
Protect residents and businesses from displacement
Create and support quality after school programs
Improve quality of education
Respect the needs of long-term and low-income residents

Fix and maintain infrastructure
Create and support quality after school programs
Increase access to nutritional foods (incl. gardening)
Manage vacant lots and deteriorated structures
Promote and support small businesses
Increase and improve transportation options
Strengthen police-community relations
Support seniors’ ability to remain in and maintain healthy homes
**Individual Results, con’t.**

66 total sheets  
33 *ranked* individual sheets (*priorities ranked 1-6*)  
33 *unranked* individual sheets (*top 6 priorities identified, but not ranked*)

*Tiered results (next page) only reflect ranked responses*

**LOWEST PRIORITY RESULTS**

**Indiv. – Lowest #1-6 – Ranked and Unranked**

- Create pet friendly facilities (ex. dog park)
- Plant more trees (on streets, in parks, in yards)
- Improve air quality
- Create and follow development metrics
- Develop welcoming plans for new residents

**Indiv. – Lowest #1-6 - Ranked only**

- Create pet friendly facilities (ex. dog park)
- Plant more trees (on streets, in parks, in yards)
- Improve air quality
- Promote and support culturally-relevant entertainment and food options
Create pet friendly facilities (ex. dog park)
Create and follow development metrics
Improve air quality
Increase access to nutritional foods (incl. gardening)
Promote and support culturally-relevant entertainment and food options
Strengthen police-community relations

Ensure availability of street parking for residents
Create pet friendly facilities
Develop welcoming plans for new residents
Plant more trees
Support community festivals and events

Create pet friendly facilities
Improve air quality
Plant more trees
Increase and improve transportation options